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Project Goal

Articulate the value to property developers of integrating affordable
studio space for artists and other creatives into the planning of new
mixed use or commercial developments
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Project Overview
MISSION

Craft the right ‘pitch’ for Studiomakers to persuade
commercial developers to offer affordable studios for
artists in London

WHY

To protect and catalyze London’s creative sector for
the long-term

WHAT

Conceptual framework and shared language for
messaging the value of creative industries to
developers

HOW

Through insights gained from stakeholder & expert
interviews, literature review & site visits

WHO

HBS empowering Outset to collaborate more
effectively with commercial developers & other
stakeholders
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In our pursuit to conduct research and refine an appropriate value
proposition for developers, we have conducted the following:
• Defined the scope of the project
Pre
London

• Identified the key stakeholders: artist workshop & workspace
operators, developers and
• Researched the segment, across all major stakeholders
• Conducted initial interviews with 20+ industry players and
stakeholders
A• Consolidated research from readings and interviews

London

B• Established initial value proposition pitch to developers
C• Conducted site visits and additional in-person interviews
D• Refined value proposition based on feedback, and developed
messaging
E• Finalized value proposition messaging to developers
F• Established recommendations, next steps, and risks and mitigations
for consideration

7
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We tweaked our value proposition based on the results of the interviews
with workspace operators, developers, government officials & artists.
We reached out to 50+ workspace operators,
developers, government officials & artists to interview
Name
Kirsten Dunne
Shawn McLaren
William Chamberlain
Lois Stonock
Josh Artus
Gretchen Andrew
Nimrod Vardi
Alex Schultz
Emma Parsmon
Ed Smith
Tom Ketley
Lorna Blake
Matt Horgan
Johnny Brewin
David Himmel
Jessica Ferm
Ricky Burdette
Tara Cranswick
Diane Spiegelberg
Marcel Baetting
Georgia Charalambous
Adele Fleet Bacow

Company
Greater London Authority
Placeful
Creative Wick
Founder of Stonock
Project Lead Place Arts
Arebyte
Arbeit
Cambridge Innovation Center
Artists Studio Company
Wimbeldon Art Studios
Asset Management at Ballymore
Hackney Wick & Fish Island
Capital Industrial
Brewin Orsini
Jamestown
University College London
London School of Economics
V22
Somserset House Trust
Bow Arts Trust
Second Home
Community Partners Consultants

… and we interviewed 30 of them

▪ We managed to talk to:
– Developers
– Workspace & Studio Operators
– Artists
▪ These interviews helped us further
understand the current market
– We narrowed in on the
importance of local council and
community relationships
– We better understood the
importance in driving foot
traffic to local commerce

8
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Situation Overview: existing ecosystem does not provide sufficient
working and living space for artists
Creatives Value Unappreciated: Despite their contributions to
placemaking, artists often find that they are no longer able to
afford their existing property as values begin to rise.
Artists & Studio Operators at Risk : As many as 3,500 (30%)
artists are likely to lose their places of work in the next 5
years, while 28% of artists’ studio operators do not expect
to be able to renew leasehold/ rental agreements.
Need of Public Subsidies Required: The average rent across
main studio providers is £13.73 sq ft per annum, though 19% is
rented at £8 per sq ft. Artist studio providers face competition
from incubator and co-working sector, where comparable rents
are often at £30 sq ft.

9
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…while individual stakeholder groups have different vested interests
Stakeholders

Primary goals

Local Government
(GLA) &
Community
Leaders

•
•

Developers

•
•
•
•

Return on capital (IRR),
Cash flow stability
Asset utilization
Long-term capital
appreciation

•

•
•
•
•

Affordable space
Commercial income
Sense of community
Creative stimuli

•

•
•
•

Lease term stability
Rent stability
Operating surplus for
property maintenance
and improvements

•
•

Artists

Studio operators

Local place making
Robust creative economy

Implications to StudioMakers Initiative
•

•

•

•

•

Link appropriate providers with the correct facilities,
across new and existing buildings, to achieve the best
value for the wider community
Usher public support in planning protection, direct
investment in under-occupied buildings and creative uses
of city-owned properties
Understand individual developers’ target return,
development expertise, intended uses and investment
time horizon
Offer flexible terms: temporary, short-term leases in
between construction phases
Ensure diversity and synergy among potential tenants
(artists across art forms and for-profit creative
professionals)
Maintain a robust pipeline of qualified tenants
Long-term partnership with established studio operators
Liaise with property owners/developers on behalf of
studio operators
Negotiate supplier/sourcing contacts based on
aggregated scale

Source: HBS Interviews
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Artist Studio & Workspace
Operators
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Artist Studio & Workspace
Operators: London
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“From internationally leading
galleries, through to pop-ups,
festivals, art fairs, opera,
theatre and carnival, the
entire spectrum of artistic
production is represented.
The arts are critical to
shaping the future of
London as a global city, and
intrinsic to this is the supply
of space for artists to work,
develop and create the
future cultural content of the
capital.”

Source:
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/gla_caw_
HBS Field 2 - Harley Dav ... ies v2
140911_web.pdf

Artist Studio & Workspace: London
Top London Artist Studio Operators
1.

ASC - Artists Studio Company -12 sites/ buildings 671 studios

2.

ACME Studios -14 sites/ buildings 504 studios

3.

ACAVA -20 sites/ buildings 491 studios

4.

[ space ]- 18 sites/ buildings 468 studios

5.

Second Floor Studios & Arts (SFSA) -8 sites/ buildings 390 studios

6.

Bow Arts Trust -7 sites/ buildings 320 studios

7.

Wimbledon Art Studios - 2 sites/ buildings 228 studios

8.

Cell Project Space - 7 sites/ buildings 175 studios

9.

Cockpit Arts - 2 sites/ buildings 170 studios

10. V22 - 5 sites/ buildings 129 studios

Source: HBS Field 2 - Harley Dav ... ies v2
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Case Study I: Wimbeldon Art Studios
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Case Study I: Wimbeldon Art Studios

Background and Organization
• Established in 1993, Wimbeldon Art Studios, is just behind
Wimbledon Greyhound Stadium. The art studios are one of
the largest, single site art studio complexes in the UK,
comprising of two separate buildings known as the Red
Studios and Blue Studios, each with 24 hour access, free
parking, broadband WIFI, lift access, kitchens and facilities for
the disabled.

Key Product Offering & Metrics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenges & Approach
•
•

Found it difficult to convince developers of the value so
developed themselves.
Worked with the local council

Number of Builds: 2
Number of Studios: 267
Total Area: 80,000 sq/ft
Usage: Mixed Usage
Member Numbers:~250
Pricing: £125- 1200/month
Years in Practice: 23

Key Value Proposition
•
•
•
•

Important to identify right department at local council –
building control & planning department – and bring them
down to the site.
Identify key local community issues and provide solutions in
space for them (i.e. community space for local groups)
Offer local community a benefit: have artists run courses and
talks bring them down to the site to get them on the site.
Advertise spaces on local council website.
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Case Study II: Artists Studio Company
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Case Study II: Artists Studio Company

Background and Organization
•

A London-based registered charity, Artists Studio Company
(ASC) was founded in 1993 by two artists, Peter Flack and
Jonathan Combes. ASC provides a place to work to over 700
practitioners across seven sites in Greater London.

Key Product Offering & Metrics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Challenges & Approach
•
•
•

Building up a community presence at each site takes 1-2 years
on average.
Lost two sites in 2015 due to increase in costs.
Work closely with community groups, the Arts Grant and local
council to garner support.

Number of Builds: 7 sites
Usage: Mixed Usage
Number of Artists: >700
Years in Practice: 25
Occupancy Rate: 99.27%
Average Rental Charge: £11.42 per square foot
Studio Rent Income: £2.01M in the 12-months of 2014

Key Value Proposition
•
•
•
•
•

Drive footfall to local enrichment
Offer community space (e.g. exhibition space, spaces for
groups to use)
Partner with local community groups, schools and
intermediaries who have existing community relationships.
Demonstrate achievement of Grants for the Arts criteria.
Demonstrate knowledge of policies (e.g. environmental,
equal opportunity, health and safety etc.)
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Case Study II: Association for Cultural Advancement through Visual Art
(ACAVA)

Source: HBS Field 2 - Harley Dav ... ies v2
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Case Study II: Association for Cultural Advancement through Visual Art
(ACAVA)
Background and Organization
•

•

ACAVA is classed as an educational charity, aiming to promote
the development of visual skills in relation to school and
university curricula and beyond, to provide work experience
and promote career development.
ACAVA provides a mixture of lease and freehold studios in a
variety of buildings, from industrial factory premises, to
offices and shops. It has also built some of the few purposedesigned studios developed in recent years.

Key Product Offering & Metrics
•
•
•
•
•

Challenges & Approach

Key Value Proposition
•

• Took unique position in offering - Artspace which provides
projects for people experiencing mental health and substance
misuse problems. It currently works with West London Mental
Health Trust, Central & North West London NHS Trust, Look
Ahead Housing and Care, Imagine Mental Health, community
mental health teams.

Number of Builds: 24 sites (19 in London)
Usage: Mixed Usage
Number of Studios: >500
Pricing: on average £15 per sq ft per annum
Studio Rent Income: 500 (studios) X £13.5 (cost per sq ft) X
230 sq ft (average studio size) = £1.55M

Developed long-term working relationships with:
• Essex County Council
• London Borough of Hammersmith and Fulham
• Harlow Council
• Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
• West London Mental Health NHS Trust
• London Borough of Ealing
• University of the Arts, London
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Key Insights:
1. Catalysing regeneration:
supporting creative entrepreneurs,
driving local business (e.g. The
Triangle)
2. Planning gain: working with higher
education institutes (e.g. Glass
Yards Studio)
3. Planning gain: leading developers
to increase development value
(e.g. The Galleria)
4. Generating value: increasing
return on investment by increasing
value of hard-to-let industrial land
(e.g. Second Floor Studios)
5. Building communities: investing in
local resources through partnering
with local councils and building in
a community presence in
previously isolated areas
Source:
http://www.wemadethat.co.uk/projects/view/artistsHBS Field 2 - Harley Dav ... ies v2
workspace-study

Artist Studio & Workspace
Operators: USA
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Case Study: Cambridge Innovation Center (CIC)

Source: HBS Field 2 - Harley Dav ... ies v2
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Case Study: Cambridge Innovation Center (CIC)
Background and Organization
•

CIC was founded in 1999 in Kendall Square (Cambridge,
Massachusetts) and houses more than 1000 companies in
close to 50,000 square meters of premium office and coworking space across 8 facilities. CIC companies come from a
wide variety of industries, and while our community is
composed primarily of startups, it also includes larger
companies, investors, and service providers.

Key Product Offering & Metrics
•
•
•
•
•

Applicable Lessons
•
•

Provide sustainable number and strategic mix of events and
social activities
Consider the traffic we can drive to neighborhoods and
businesses in London

Number of Builds: 8
Usage: Mixed (offices, open offices, shared space and dining)
Tenant profile: for-profit, small- to mid-size startups
Pricing: $425-1,500 pp/ month
How they measure success
•
Customer satisfaction (Net Promoter Score)
•
Traffic to door & retail (with 24-hour access)
•
Event offerings (athletic, social and intellectual)
•
Diversity in the neighborhood (young creatives)
•
Sense of community (through surveys)

Key Value Proposition
•

•

•

For developers
•
Drive valuation upwards with higher trading multiples
•
Seed an area with a large group of people and
increased footfall
For tenants/members
•
Access to mentorship and professional networks
•
Synergetic relationships (partnership, etc.) with other
small businesses
For investors
•
Early access to talent, mentorship and investment
opportunities
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Artist Studio & Workspace
Operators: Canada
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Case Study: Artscape
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Source:
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/gla_ca

Case Study: Artscape

Background and Organization
•
•
•

Now a dynamic community cultural hub devoted to artistic
inspiration, learning, growth and expression.
It is the largest building in Artscape’s portfolio and is the
largest cultural institution in Toronto’s West Queen West
neighbourhood.
Artscape Youngplace opened to the public in 2013

Key Product Offering & Metrics
•
•
•
•

Challenges & Approach

Key Value Proposition
•

• Artspace which provides projects for people experiencing
mental health and substance misuse problems. It currently
works with West London Mental Health Trust, Central & North
West London NHS Trust, Look Ahead Housing and Care, Imagine
Mental Health, community mental health teams.

75,000 square foot
Proposed uses: work studios, exhibition, education,
programming, admin spaces
Spaces range in size from 400 to 4,500 sq ft on 4 floors
Average gross rental rates in Artscape Youngplace are 50% of
submarket rates, measured against local comparable space

•
•

Artscape’s projects are unique in that each individual project
is self-sustaining on a cost recovery model with no public
operating subsidy once the capital project has been
completed
Only 3.5% of Artscape’s annual revenues across its entire
operations come from operating subsidy.
Rental and event business revenue cover operating costs
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Developers
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Case Study I: Placeful

Source: HBS Field 2 - Harley Dav ... ies v2
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Case Study I: Placeful in New York City

Background and Organization
•

Placeful is a non-profit 501(c)(3) charitable organization who
develop projects and provide analysis, planning, project
management and evaluation services to other developers,
for-profit and non-profit businesses, government agencies,
foundations and community partners.

Key Product Offering & Metrics
•
•
•

Challenges & Approach
• Increased competition and fewer available parcels, create
limited room for opportunities and growth.
• Limited flexibility with 503c in what they are able to do.
• Their competitive advantage/approach has been partnering
with for-profits to sell their tax credit write-offs in lieu for
equity.

La Marqueta (multi-policy community development:
developer)
Sustainable KPI (multi -policy community development:
administrator, producer)
PS109 (project director) a mixed use, live/work facility
providing 90 units of affordable housing to artists and their
families, and 20,000sf of non-residential space for local nonprofit organizations.

Key Value Proposition
•
•
•

Push partnerships and leverage existing communities
Use creative financial funding models to appropriate
additional value for investors and source capital
Explore opportunities abroad in areas with less capital
competition and more available parcels.
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Case Study II: Chelsea Market in New York City

Source: HBS Interviews
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Case Study II: Chelsea Market in New York City

Background and Organization
•

•

Jamestown is a successful U.S. property developer
which owns and operates Chelsea Market in New
York City
Chelsea Market is an iconic mixed-use project
consisting of 1.2 million square feet of office and
retail space best known for its enclosed food hall
offering an eclectic mix of local food vendors

Key Product Offering & Metrics
•

•

Create an authentic sense of culture and place
through the curation of niche food purveyors (# of
unique visitors; growth in merchant sales)
Jamestown has offered incentives to get the right
mix of food merchants in the space (e.g. discounted
rents, JVs, profit share agreements, business
management support)

Challenges & Approach

Key Value Proposition

• How do you distinguish yourself in Manhattan’s
competitive office market and offer unique value to
tenants?
• Offer an attractive amenity (i.e. unique and varied
food offerings) to tenants
• Long-term commitment to project to realize full-value
of a placemaking strategy

• Placemaking effort has created a vibrant food hall and
global tourist destination, resulting in a dynamic site
which has allowed Jamestown to attract world-class
tenants and charge above-market rents
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Developers: London
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Deep Dive: Developer Partnership Decision Journey
Awareness

Consideration

What are the Developers top challenges
or goals?

What criteria Developers investigate to
address the challenges or goals?

Drive Highest Asset Value

Secure Low Churn
4

1
Find a Partner who Meets
these Needs

Outset

2
3

Charge Premium Price

What are the different offerings in your
solution category that you compete
with?

Partner Solutions

Create Interesting
Community

Immediate Activation of
Site

Decision

5

6
Temporary/Meanwhile
Operator
Standard Retailer or
Workspace
Community Group or
Organisation

7

Meanwhile Creative
Appear Here

8
WeWork

Affordable Creative
Workspace Operator

Unique Differentiation of Artists
Workspace
• Ability to increase create community
value
• Ability to secure larger percentage of
millenials and increase future asset
value

Unique Differentiation of Outset:
• Proven credibility & execution
• Immediate activation available
• Guaranteed creative community
• Longterm commitment
• Community & council favourability
34
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Deep decision-making with Jacob Loftus
After a phone call with the CEO
of General Partners, Jacob
Loftus, we managed to conduct
the MEDDIC analysis to inform
our developer value proposition
pitch for Outset

Metrics: Main metrics to consider are how the percentage in

affordable workspace needed for the specific council/zoning
requirements and the cost per square footage stack-up against the
number of artists/tenants, area of space needed and type of space
required (mixed usage etc.).

Economic Buyer: The decision makers for General Partners include
just Jacob Loftus.
ecision Process: The process requires him just meeting directly
with the operator and evaluating them as a team and their needs
directly. A decision can be made within the first in-person meeting.

D

Decision Criteria: The main criteria required are:

Will this increase my financial value?
Is the team credible? Have they proved a concept before?
Will they increase the premium I can charge other tenants by the
amount of interesting vibes / creativity they provide?
• What percentage are millenials?
dentified Pain: major painpoints are immediate activation and
length of tenancy (developers do not want to get locked into longer
terms).
hampion: Director (himself).
•
•
•

I
After the MEDDIC analysis,
we developed our value
proposition & messaging

C

35
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City & Local Government
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Case Study: Hackney Wick/ London Legacy Development Corporation

Source: HBS Field 2 - Harley Dav ... ies v2
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/gla_

Case Study: Hackney Wick/ London Legacy Development Corporation
Background and Organization
• The London Legacy Development Corporation was
established in 2012, replacing the Olympic Park Legacy
Company. It was formed as a mayoral development
corporation under the powers of the Localism Act 2011.
• Hackney Wick is an inner-city development situated 5 miles
(8 km) northeast of Charing Cross. West of its area, and with
greater tube access, lies Hackney Central, the historic centre
of Hackney Borough.

What Success Looks Like
•
•

Implications to StudioMaker Initiatives
•

•
•

Stay up to date with new development projects in the
neighborhood by grass-root efforts: move in, even just for a
temporary periods, during phasing and/or temporarily
underutilized properties
Be flexible, nimble and creative with contract terms
Understand workspace requirements for different types of
creative professionals

Keeping creative professionals in the neighborhood
Increased participation and presence of local small businesses
(boutique retail, restaurants, etc.)

Key Value Proposition
•
•

Qualitative improvement of inflow
Targeting 8 pounds/SF but flexible dependent on existing,
pre-determined budget of the developer
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Greater London Authority Perspective

The Greater London
Authority commissioned a
report released in
December 2016. In this
report, they have outlined
an impact matrix
designed to help
providers consistently
measure the same
outcomes and capture
their impact as individual
spaces and as a sector.

Source: HBS Interviews
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Greater London Authority Perspective

Top priority impact drivers
include job creation,
business creation,
desirability to visitors,
sustaining London’s
culture and un-skilling of
hard-to-reach groups.

Source: HBS Interviews
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GLA Key Insights:
Overview
Ø London’s creative industries are a key economic driver; poised to play a more important role in the
post-Brexit era given uncertainty around London’s position as financial center of Europe
Ø Local government has levers it can pull to address need for affordable studio spaces in urban core

Key Takeaways
Ø Local planners should use SECTION 106 negotiations to secure spaces in new developments that
are accessible to the local community, that deliver measurable benefits, and are of a sufficient
size and lease length for providers to use successfully
Ø Local government should evaluate this policy against several key indicators across the following
main categories: Economic Indicators, Placemaking Indicators, Cultural Value, and Addressing
Disadvantaged Indicators
Ø Mayor Sadiq Khan has proposed creating ‘Creative Enterprise Zones’ to provide dedicated small
workspace with live-in space to those in the creative industries
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Recommendations
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Managing Engagement with Developers

DISCOVERY

Fact finding: collect critical information on individual
developers in the beginning of an outreach

PITCH

Value propositions to developers based on their
individual risk and reward profiles

DEAL CLOSING

Negotiate with flexible and simple lease terms
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Discovery phase
• Target investment return
• Investment philosophy: build-to-hold or build-to-sell
• Key assumptions on market rent, vacancy, operating expenses, etc.
• Tenant profile
• Development expertise on specific property types and markets
• Types of amnesties that are important to offer (e.g. dining, entertainment)
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Discovery: sample financials
SAMPLE DEVELOPER PRO FORMA - SIMPLIFIED MODEL
ASSUMPTIONS
Revenues & Expenses
Annual Rent PSF (per square foot)
Total Square Footage
Efficiency Ratio
Rentable SF
Studiomakers SF
Studiomakers Rent
Vacancy
Growth Rate
OpEx PSF
Real Estate Taxes PSF
Replacement Reserve
Financing
Purchase Price
Redevelopment Cost
Loan to Value
Loan Amount
Required Equity
Other Equity
Developer Equity
Amort Term
Interest Rate
Annual Payment
Exit
Exit Cap Rate
Sales Commission
Length of development (years)
Hold Period (years)

$20
117,647
85%
100,000
5,000
$10
5%
2%
$6
$2
$1
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
70%
$7,000,000
$3,000,000
$0
$3,000,000
30
5%
($455,360)
6%
5%
2
7

Source

Studiomakers' pitch

Market driven
Property feature
Developer
Calculation
Studiomakers
Studiomakers
Developer
Developer / Market
Developer / Market
Local authority
Developer

Artist presence allows for above-market rents
Studio space can occupy otherwise unrentable SF

No vacancy on studio spaces
Placemaking can drive growth in surrounding neighborhood
Studiomakers can covers its own OpEx
Tax abatements provided by local authorities in exchange for studio spaces
Studiomakers can contribute to its own reserve

Market driven
Developer / Market
Bank driven
Calculation
Calculation
Deal Structure
Local authorities / Studiomakers can offer grants which reduce developers' required equity
Calculation
Bank driven
Bank driven
Calculation
Local authorities can subsidize interest payments on projects that include studio spaces
Developer / Market Placemaking can drive growth in surrounding neighborhood, thereby compressing cap rates
Market
Govt / Developer Studio space provision allows for expedited planning / income during development phase
Developer
Developer earns bulk of his or her returns at exit
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Discovery: sample financials (cont’d)
SETUP
INCOME
Gross Income - Traditional Tenants $
(Vacancy)
Gross Income - Studiomakers
Effective Gross income

1,900,000
(95,000)
50,000
1,855,000

EXPENSES
(Operating Expenses)
(Real Estate Taxes)
(Replacement Reserve)
NET OPERATING INCOME

(600,000)
(200,000)
(100,000)
955,000

(Debt Service)
CASH FLOW AFTER FINANCING

(455,360)
499,640

RETURN MEASURES
Return on Total Assets
Return on Equity

19.1%
16.7%
DEVELOPMENT
Year 1

Effective Gross income
Expenses
NOI

OPERATIONAL
Year 1
Year 2

Year 2

Year 3

IRR Impact
Rent PSF
20
22
24

IRR
16.0%
18.4%
20.7%

ROE Impact
Other Equity
0
50,000
100,000
500,000

ROE
16.65%
16.94%
17.23%
19.99%

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

-

-

$
$
$

1,855,000 $
(900,000) $
955,000 $

1,892,100 $
(918,000) $
974,100 $

1,929,942 $
(936,360) $
993,582 $

1,968,541 $
(955,087) $
1,013,454 $

2,007,912 $
(974,189) $
1,033,723 $

2,048,070 $
(993,673) $
1,054,397 $

2,089,031
(1,013,546)
1,075,485

(455,360) $
(455,360) $

(455,360) $
499,640 $

(455,360) $
518,740 $

(455,360) $
538,222 $

(455,360) $
558,094 $

(455,360) $
578,363 $

(455,360) $
599,037 $

(455,360)
620,125

$
$
$

17,924,752
(896,238)
11,098,240

$

28,746,880

Debt Service
Cash Flow After Financing

$
$

(455,360) $
(455,360) $

Acquisition Cost
Development Cost

$
$

(5,000,000)
(2,500,000) $

(2,500,000)

Sales Proceeds
Sales Costs
Loan Repayment
Total Cash Flow
IRR

$

(7,955,360) $

(2,955,360) $

499,640

$

518,740

$

538,222

$

558,094

$

578,363

$

599,037

16.0%
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Key Implications to StudioMaker Initiatives:
Ø Understand key drivers of developer financial returns
Ø Studiomakers must make compelling pitch for how they can
positively influence one or several of these drivers
Ø Local authorities can directly influence some of these drivers
through creative policy dealmaking (e.g. tax abatements; expedited
IRR Impact
approval processes)
Rent PSF
IRR
20
16.0%
Ø Higher rents have the most dramatic impact
22
18.4%
24
20.7%
on developer returns
Ø Securing grant funding or other sources of equity ROE Impact
Other Equity
ROE
0
16.65%
can have significant impact on developer ROE
50,000
100,000
500,000

16.94%
17.23%
19.99%
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Pitch

WE WON’T HURT YOUR IRR,
WE WILL ONLY HELP!
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Pitch
VALUE

STRATEGY
• Offer tenants a unique amenity by integrating artists into
the building community, e.g.

Commend abovemarket rents

•
•

Exhibits and hands-on workshops led by community
artists
Regularly rotated art installations throughout the
property

• For buildings with a retail component: increased and more
diverse footfall with artist space open to the public

Reduced timing &
cashflow uncertainty

• Section 106 contribution: guide developers to expedite
negotiations with local communities and governments

Diversification of cash
flow

• Artists are more stable tenant base during periods of
economic uncertainty

Higher efficiency ratios
Higher Exit Value

• Ability to rent temporary and/or undesirable space
increases rentable square footage
• Securing larger percentage of milenialls predicted at
75% of workforce by 2025, which increases overall asset
value.
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Deal closing
1.

Simplicity: leverage existing deal structure while keeping terms straight-forward
and transparent
• e.g. share current and prospective tenant profiles

2.

Flexibility: lease duration and property use should be an open and on-going
discussion

3.

Long-term mindset: gradually increase square footage by agreeing to smaller
plots of property
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Phased approach to achieving long-term program success and
sustainability
In 6-12 months
1

In 18-24 months

Events directly related to artists’ output and lifestyle
Develop a cultural
programme leveraging
existing relationships
with artist community

2

In 12-18 months
Solicit input from
commercial tenants;
assemble a diverse
roster of creative
professionals

Involve tenants in
enhancing cultural
programme

Content hub for local and global leadership in creative communities
Establish a content
structure of an openly
shared database
(properties available,
profiles of artists, etc.)

Raise public/private
funding for program
development; form
partnership with
creative industry players

Upload information;
improve database
interface and usability;
become known experts
for creative placemaking
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Phased approach to achieving long-term program success and
sustainability
In 6-12 months
3

In 18-24 months

Align on local council
partnership terms and
commitments

Establish multi-year
exclusive, dedicated
relationships with key
decision makers in the
planning committee

Private-public partnership
Gain deep
understanding of
development priorities
in cultural strategy at
GLA

4

In 12-18 months

Standardized processes for partner selection and evaluation
With studio operators
and funders, build
consensus on approach
for understanding and
evaluating developers

Establish a standardized
process and elect key
influencers to a advisory
committee

On an annual basis,
evaluate performance
of studio spaces based
on shared KPIs
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Risks / Mitigations
RISK

MITIGATION

Duration Risk

• Build trust and encourage open communication with
property owners

•

Are studio operators at
risk of eviction?

Quality of Artistic Output
•

How do we avoid
complacency?

• Educate commercial tenants and developing partners on
the subjectivity and long-term nature of artistic output
• Invite respected curators to participate in artistic
conversations on a regular basis

Usage Suitability

• Build direct relationships with architects/designers who can
quickly opine on the compatibility of uses in specific
buildings

Financial Planning

•
•
•
•

•

•

Does mixed usage fit the
space?
Can studio operators
keep operating expenses
low?

Quarterly financial reports
Establish a oversight board
Share best practices
Leverage existing expertise: formal mentorship program
with Second Home and successful peers
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Questions?

54
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